The Branch-and-Bound method is known as one of the most powerful but very resource consuming global optimization methods. Parallel and distributed computing can efficiently cope with this issue. The major difficulty in parallel B&B method is the need for dynamic load redistribution. Therefore design and study of load balancing algorithms is a separate and very important research topic. This paper presents a tool for simulating parallel Branchand-Bound method. The simulator allows one to run load balancing algorithms with various numbers of processors, sizes of the search tree, the characteristics of the supercomputer's interconnect thereby fostering deep study of load distribution strategies. The process of resolution of the optimization problem by B&B method is replaced by a stochastic branching process. Data exchanges are modeled using the concept of logical time. The user friendly graphical interface to the simulator provides efficient visualization and convenient performance analysis.
Introduction
The Branch-and-Bound method (B&B) is one of the main approaches to the resolution of mathematical programming problems [1] [2] [3] . In contrast to heuristic and stochastic methods, B&B ensures the accuracy of the found solutions and, in some cases, can solve the problem exactly. For realistic problems B&B can consume computational and time resources, significantly exceeding the available capacity. Parallel computing can be used to speed up and reduce the memory requirements for B&B implementa-tion. Balancing computational load between processors plays an important role in the parallel implementation of B&B methods [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Load balancing is implemented as task transmission from one processor to another aimed at aligning the computational load. Comparison of algorithms for load balancing on a real multiprocessor computing system is a complex task that requires multiple runs on the expensive equipment. We propose to use the simulator for these purposes. The simulator allows one to debug load balancing algorithms with various number of processors, sizes of the search tree, the characteristics of the supercomputer's interconnect. The process of resolution of the optimization problem by B&B method is replaced by a stochastic branching process. Data exchange and computations are modeled using the concept of logical time. We developed a user friendly graphical interface, enabling efficient visualization and convenient performance analysis.
Parallel Branch-and-Bound Implementation
The goal of global optimization (GO) is to find an extreme (minimal or maximal) value f * = f (x * )of an objective function f (x) on a feasible domain X ⊆ R n . The value f * and feasible point x * ∈ X are called optimum and optimal solution respectively. Without loss of generality one can consider only minimization problems:
The Branch-and-Bound (B&B) is a general name for methods to split an initial problem into sub-problems which are sooner or later eliminated by bounding rules. Bounding rules determine whether a sub-problem can yield a solution better than the best solution found so far. The latter is called the incumbent solution. Bounding is often done by comparing lower and upper bounds: a subproblem can be pruned if the lower bound for its objective is larger or equal to the current upper bound, i.e. incumbent solution. Thus quality upper bound significantly reduces the search space and in some cases leads to dramatic performance improvements. Hybrid algorithms cou- ple B&B and heuristics in order to employ the latter for improving incumbent solutions.
Numerous Branch-and-Bound algorithms were developed for different global optimization problems. Some of them were very successful for particular problems, e.g. Travelling Salesman or Knapsack problems. However for many problems Branch-and-Bound methods require the amount of computing resources beyond the power of a single-CPU workstation. Fortunately Branch-and-Bound is highly suitable for parallel and distributed computing: after splitting the parts of the solution space can be processed independently and simultaneously.
Another great advantage of B&B methods is that the general scheme does not significantly vary from one problem to another. The splitting and bounding rules may differ while keeping the general scheme almost intact. The direct consequence of this is the possibility to separate problemindependent and problem-specific parts. Such separation saves a lot of efforts when implementing a new problem or a new method. This is especially true for tools targeted at parallel and distributed environments because all support for parallel execution is reused for different optimization problems. We follow this approach in our tools: the computing space management, the work-distribution and communication among application processes is problemindependent.
In this paper we focus on distributed memory Branchand-Bound when parallel processes communicate via message-passing. Each process does three basic kinds of activity: performing steps of B&B method, sending data and receiving data. Transmitted data consists of subproblems and/or incumbent solutions and commands. Exchanging sub-problems performs computations redistribution among processes in order to make the load more or less even. Sending incumbents ensures fast error propagation among parallel processes.
For practical evaluation we used the parallel optimization library BNB-Solver [9] . In this tool managing data exchanges and resolution process is encapsulated in a special component called the scheduler. The resolution process is managed by another component -the solver that provides methods to solve the problem, read its state (the number of sub-problems in a queue) fetch and extract subproblems. Sending and receiving of sub-problems is implemented by the communicator component. Interaction between the communicator, the solver and the scheduler is done by a special bridge class that invokes respective methods of the scheduler, the solver or communicator (Figure 1) .
The scheduler is basically a finite state machine that accepts events and issues actions. Possible events and actions are listed in Tables 1 & 2 respectively. The bridge invokes method action() of the scheduler class that accepts an event and the solver state as input parameters and generates an action on output. Then the bridge invokes the methods associated with the action of the solver or communicator.
The described approach separates the managing part from implementation details thereby providing an opportunity for an independent schedulers testing and verification.
The simulator
The simulator was designed for convenient fast and efficient performance testing of parallel schedulers. The simulator uses the real scheduler which is taken intact from the library and provides 'fake' implementations of the solver and the communicator. This approach enables the rapid testing of the schedulers on large trees and thousands of processors because the time consuming resolution steps and communications are substituted by formal actions which take nearly zero time.
The simulator simulates parallel processes serially. For each simulated process the instance of the scheduler is created. The simulator cyclically iterates through the processes and invokes action() methods of the schedulers. If the action is SOLVE then the specified number of steps is simulated and the logical clock is increased according to the modelled time. The B&B method is substituted by a random branching process where the node generates two new nodes with a probability decreasing with distance between the tree root and the node. When the node reaches the maximal tree depth the probability becomes zero. Thus the maximal tree depth controls the size of the whole tree. The time of solving is modelled using the simple formula t = n ts where n is the number of performed steps and ts is the time of one step.
Otherwise the action requires data transmission. The data transmission is simulated using the concept of logical clock [7] . When the SEND_SUBS_AND_RECORDS command is issued the communicator object stores the message and its timestamp obtained by increasing the current time on a process by the modelled time of a message transmission. The time required to transmit the message is computed by the following formula:
where S is the size of the message, tp is time needed for packing a unit of data on a sender process, L is the network latency, defined as the time needed to transfer the minimal amount of data throughout network and B is the bandwidth -the amount of data transmitted through the network in a unit of time.
When the RECV command is issued by a scheduler on i-th process (the recipient) the communicator looks up for available messages for this process and if one is encountered it compares the logical time on a recipient t R with the message time stamp t S . The logical time on a recipient is adjusted to the maximum of these values and the obtained value is increased by time required to unpack the message:
where S is the size of the message, tu is time needed for unpacking a unit of data on the recipient.
During the simulation all events and actions are logged. The log files contain all information about logical time of various simulated events. This information is used by graphical user front-end described in the next section.
Graphical front-end
The log files produced by the simulator are not suitable for direct analysis by a human. The graphical front-end is aimed at user-friendly graphical visualization and performance analysis of traces produced by either simulator or the real solver. Based on the collected traces the GUI performs the following activities:
-visualizes processors' loads; -visualizes data exchange among processors; -computes aggregated performance information such as speedup and efficiency. Figure 2 shows the window demonstrating processor load plots for individual processors. At the bottom of the window there is a slider similar to one used in multimedia players. It allows an easy and natural navigation throughout the trace. Such representation can be very convenient for a moderate number of processors. However for hundreds and thousands of processors it can be very inefficient. For such cases GUI provides the processor grid (Figure 3) which scales well. Blue color is used for depicting computations, red color marks processors blocked in the receiving state. Green color means the processor is sending data.
Communications are visualized using twodimensional charts where processors are aligned along horizontal (senders) and vertical (receivers) axes. The receive actions are visualized by a horizontal blue line and the send action is represented by a vertical green line The process that sent the data The receive command finished and the requested data received.
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The cumulative information about the processors' usage and performance metrics is shown in a separate tab ( Figure 5 ). This performance chart shows the number of processors occupied at the given moment of time (blue color) and the number of free processors (green color). 
Practical evaluation
The simulator was used to study the comparative performances of a family of load balancing algorithms working as follows. At the initial phase the 1 st (master) processor generates some number of sub-problems. Then at the second stage each of remaining processors (slaves) gets a sub-problem from the master and starts its resolution. The solution process on a slave is interrupted each T iterations and then the slave sends S sub-problems or less to the master. If there are remaining sub-problems on a slave it resumes B&B method. The master processor stops receiving sub-problems from slaves when the number of sub-problems in its pool exceeds M and resumes receiving when it drops below m. This is done by setting parameter S to 0 or to its original value. Figure 5 show the performance chart for small values of T. The interaction is very intensive but it does not yield good performance because of large communication expenses.
For moderate values of T the performance is better but we can see significant performance loss at the final stage of the algorithm (Figure 6 ). In the middle of the computational process the load balance is good but at the terminal stage it is quite poor.
The natural solution to avoid such performance losses is to introduce dynamic adaptation: when the number of sub-problems on the master drops below the number of free processors the parameter T is decreased 10 times. Thus when at the middle of computations there is no need in load redistribution and T is kept relatively large. At the final stage T decreases in order to provide good load balancing among process throught intensive exchange of subproblems. This leads to a better performance (Figure 7 ).
Conclusions
The paper discussed the simulator of parallel Branch-andBound method that can be used for a deep study and comparison of load balancing algorithms. Though the simulation can not completely replace the testing on a real multiprocessor it can significantly reduce the number of expensive supercomputer runs. Since the traces produced by the simulator follow the same format as the parallel solver the graphical front-end supports performance visualization for both the simulator and the real solver.
In the future we are going to implement more sophisticated hierarchical interconnect models in our tool and perform a comprehensive analysis and comparison of various load balancing algorithms.
